IS WIFI MIC RIGHT FOR YOU?

If any of the following describes your situation, WiFi Mic may be the right solution for you:

- No functional hearing in one ear
- Normal hearing or a hearing loss in the better ear
- Cannot use a traditional hearing aid on the bad ear
- Lifestyle places high demand on hearing from the bad ear
- Seeking greater convenience and listening comfort

Even if you have been told in the past that you cannot be helped with hearing aids because you have a *dead ear*, WiFi Mic may help you hear sounds you’ve been missing. Your hearing healthcare professional can recommend the system to best meet your listening needs.

PRACTICAL SOLUTIONS TO EVERYDAY PROBLEMS

For 40 years, Unitron Hearing has been committed to making life better for people with hearing loss. To us, this means a commitment to not only develop high-quality hearing solutions, but to incorporate special features that really solve the everyday problems and concerns you have with hearing loss and hearing aids. To you, this means a company that’s listening and responding to what matters in your life.

www.unitronhearing.com
WiFi Mic is a discreet system that incorporates wireless capabilities with superior digital signal processing. With WiFi Mic you will enjoy:

**Hearing conversations from your bad side**

Hear what people have to say, even when they are seated on the side of your bad ear. Enjoy conversations in a restaurant, in a car, or when seated around a table without worrying about where to sit so you can hear what's going on.

**Heightened awareness of sounds**

Feel more connected to the voices and sounds around you, even when they originate on your bad ear side.

**More relaxed listening**

Take pleasure in carefree, easy listening. You’ll hear sounds, including soft speech, without having to strain or turn your head.

**Customization for you**

Enjoy the flexibility and many features that are available with advanced digital hearing instruments.